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But the war had done something for me. A great thing had
happened to me in Paris—an epochal event. I had met Roald
Amundsen.
He was at the Hotel Meurice as the guest of the French govern-
ment while waiting for the Maud, the vessel in which he was to
attempt, and make, the north-east passage to Alaska, to be equipped
for a possible seven-year drift. I summoned up all my courage one
evening, went to the hotel, and sent him my card, requesting an
interview.
Always kindly and accommodating about such things, the famous
discoverer of the South Pole came down to me at once. I saw a tall,
long-limbed, rugged figure with a hawk-like visage and eyes that
bored through me and then seemed to look a million miles behind
me into space. His skin was weather-beaten; forehead baldness was
creeping back into his iron-grey hair. In my ill-fitting uniform I
must have presented a seedy spectacle to him. I stated my errand,
and he sat down to hear me, in a very patient attitude.
So I began, telling him of my training and experiences and listing
what I considered to be my qualifications for polar exploration. As
I spoke I became filled with hatred of the menial service into which
I had been trapped, I felt that I couldn't go back to it again—to
be an office drudge, chained to a desk. I began almost to babble
as I begged to go with him in the Maud. I could arrange for my
discharge from the army. I had influential friends—United States
senators at home, my cousin General Dawes was one of the high
command of the A.E.F. Wasn't there any chance that he could
take me?
I subsided, and for a long space he was silent, as if in thought.
When he spoke it was in a tone of gentle reproof.
"Isn't it," he inquired, "a little bit late?"
I am satisfied that he forgot about this meeting, but that viking
figure and those piercing eyes were to haunt me for years.

